Introduction
Several complete genomic sequences have already been published. A large number of other genome sequencing projects are already well advanced. Together, these projects have already generated interesting and even sometimes surprising results [see, for example, Dujon (1996) ]. They provide a strong impulse to computational biology, aiming to interpret the vast amounts of molecular information produced. In particular, computational biology has already helped to define putative genes and their corresponding functions. However, much work remains to be done in order to decipher the genomic information already available, especially regarding the prediction of gene expression and its regulation.
The recent completion of the Escherichia coli genomic sequence constitutes a special opportunity in this respect. Indeed, as a long-standing model system for the study of gene regulation, E.coli is certainly the free-living organism about which we know the most, regarding the mechanisms of gene regulation, metabolism, etc. [see the classical books edited by Neidhart et al. (1987 Neidhart et al. ( , 1996 ]. In fact, this wide knowledge has already motivated the development of several models or theories related to gene regulation (e.g. Savageau, 1977; Thomas and D'Ari, 1990; Collado-Vides, 1992) , as well as several dedicated databases (Karp et al., 1996; Huerta et al., 1998) . In addition, several computational methods have been developed to predict the occurrence of promoters or regulatory sites in E.coli DNA sequences (e.g. Staden, 1984; Schneider et al., 1986; O'Neill, 1989; Goodrich et al., 1990; Hertz et al., 1990) .
In this paper, we predict transcriptional cis-regulatory sites in the genome of E.coli using all the molecular and genetic information collected in RegulonDB. These predictions are then discussed in the context of promoter annotations, as well as operon organization as predicted in the complete genome (see Blattner et al., 1997) . This paper complements another paper dealing with the prediction of promoters in the E.coli genome (Huerta et al., in preparation) .
Materials and methods
For several years, our group has been systematically collecting genetic and sequence information dealing with the regulation of transcription in E.coli. This information has been compiled and organized in a relational database, RegulonDB (Huerta et al., 1998) . This database contains, among others, the sequences of 388 cis-regulatory sites of σ 70 promoters, corresponding to 56 regulatory proteins.
It is important to note that the information associated with the regulatory sites in RegulonDB (Version 1.0) is diverse: for 248 sites, there is information on their position relative to transcription initiation; for 140 sites, the sequence is known, but not the position relative to transcription initiation because there is no corresponding promoter yet characterized; finally, 258 sites are supported only by genetic evidence suggesting a direct regulatory interaction, but lack information about their sequence and their position. All the information gathered was exploited in our prediction strategy and compared with the putative sites distributed in the genome.
The annotations of open reading frames (ORFs) generated by Fred Blattner's group (Blattner et al., 1997) were used in order to generate a set of 4288 putative regulatory regions, covering 400 bp upstream from each ORF and 50 bases downstream. This length was selected on the basis of the known distribution of a large collection of regulatory sites in σ 70 promoters (Gralla and Collado-Vides, 1996) .
Taking advantage of existing agrep and gais unix programs, Perl scripts were written to localize and characterize perfect and imperfect matches in the set of putative cisregulatory regions. The upper limit imposed by gais and agrep of eight mismatches is sufficient to search for significant regulatory sites since they average 20 bp in size. Whenever the available regulatory sites were too small (e.g. TorR), we extended the original sites slightly in order to reach at least 13 bases, to keep the numbers of matches low. Such extended length is reasonable, recalling that most transcriptional regulators in E.coli are dimers with a helixturn-helix domain defining operator sites of around 20 nucleotides long.
The overall strategy to predict regulatory sites can be described as being formed by three phases. In the first phase, we identified all potential sites allowing a given number of mismatches when compared to any of the known sites. This number was defined based on two criteria. First, we identified the allowed mismatches to increase by about an order of magnitude the number of predicted sites, compared to the number of known sites. Second, we defined an upper limit Table 1. that increases linearly with the size of the sites (see Figure  1 ). This provides uniformity to the search for a large variety of sites for different regulatory proteins. For each protein (first column), Table 1 gives the number of known functional sites supporting this search (second column), the length of the sites (third column), as well as the maximum number of mismatches allowed (fourth column).
The second phase was to filter the set of sites previously found by string match with a weight matrix. Whenever the number of sites for a regulatory protein is sufficient (≥4), these sites have been aligned and cut using Wconsensus in order to define a weight matrix. Wconsensus is a program generating optimized ungapped multiple alignments of unknown prior width (Hertz and Stormo, 1995) . Subsequently, the program Patser was used to scan the regulatory regions and identify sites using weight matrices (Hertz et al., 1990; Hertz and Stormo, 1995) . Patser was run with thresholds defined as the lowest score within each set of known functional sites. The result of this second phase, affecting only a fraction of the proteins, is a reduced set of predicted sites satisfying both a limited number of mismatches and a score higher than the threshold of the weight matrix ('Filtered' column in Table 1 ).
The third phase consists of annotating and evaluating these predictions of sites in terms of additional independent information. This includes their position in relation to the known or predicted site for transcription initiation, the functional description of the downstream gene, and genetic evidence supporting the regulatory interactions. Table 1 . Regulatory sites predicted after filtering with the weight matrix. The names of the proteins are listed in alphabetical order in the first column, followed in subsequent columns by the number of characterized sites (Nseq), their length in nucleotides (Length), the maximum number of allowed mismatches (Mismatches), the number of (perfect and imperfect) matches found by string match (S-Matches), the threshold for those weight matrices used in the second phase (Threshold), the number of sites found by Patser using the weight matrix (M-Matches), the number of sites after filtering (Filtered) and the number of regions where the final predictions are found (Nregion). Note that for TetR, whose native sites belong to a plasmid, no sites are found in the chromosome 
Results

Experimentally characterized sites
We localized most of the sites described in RegulonDB, that is to say, sites that have been characterized at the molecular level, leading to an up-to-date annotation of the E.coli sequence. Among the 248 well-characterized original sites (see Gralla and Collado-Vides, 1996) , 202 were unambiguously identified without any mismatch in the putative regulatory regions. In addition, among 140 additional sites characterized at the molecular level but lacking precise localization, 91 were found in the putative regulatory regions and thus precisely positioned. In other words, only ∼75% of these well-characterized sites could be precisely localized in the 4288 putative regulatory regions 450 bases long. The other sites are not found for various reasons, such as errors in the sequences themselves, sites located at more remote locations, as well as operons and sites in our collection that belong to plasmids of E.coli (e.g. TetR sites) or to other related (bacterial or viral) genomes [e.g. some integration host factor (IHF) sites in our collection].
Predicted regulatory sites
Set of predictions: first and second phases. A total of 807 known and predicted regulatory sites were found within the 4288 regulatory regions upstream of all E.coli annotated ORFs. Of these, 293 are known and 514 are predictions. For each protein, Table 1 contains the total number of (perfect and imperfect) matches found by the string search strategy (fifth column). These correspond to the sites found in the first phase.
As already described, the second phase dealt only with the proteins with a sufficient number of known sites to generate a consensus matrix and filter the results of the first phase. For each of these proteins, the threshold used, and the number of matches found with Patser, are shown in the sixth and seventh columns of Table 1 . The final number of filtered sites, i.e. after the combined string and weight matrix selection, are shown in the column of 'Filtered' sites. The last column indicates the number of putative regions where the final set of predicted sites are found. This number is smaller than the total number of sites in cases where multiple sites occur in a single regulatory region.
Third phase: additional independent support for predictions. In several cases, we have additional sources of independent information that help to give stronger support to some of the putative regulatory sites predicted. For instance, we determined the relative distance of the center of the site in relation to the predicted initiation of transcription, and compared that distance with the distances contained in RegulonDB for the same protein. The predicted sites were also evaluated based on the function of the first downstream regulated gene. Finally, we analyzed the set of regulatory regions for which there is genetic evidence supporting the regulatory interaction.
It was found that 41% of the predicted sites fall within the 100 bp upstream from the predicted initiation of transcription, a fraction comparable to the 56% found for sites within the well-characterized collection of sites for σ 70 promoters (Gralla and Collado-Vides, 1996) . More precisely, 129 predicted sites are found at a similar position (± 8) to some homologous known functional site. This corresponds to 24% of the total set of predicted sites. The window of ± 8 was used given that the distance of the +1 in relation to the -10 box can vary ± 4 and to allow for variation in the position of the site itself. These positionally restricted predictions are shown in Table 2 .
As mentioned above, we systematically looked for the functional description of the downstream putatively regulated gene. Table 3 contains sites making biological sense with the function of the first downstream gene. For instance, it makes biological sense to find that FNR may regulate narX, the gene for the nitrate/nitrite sensor protein, or that GalR may regulate galP, the gene for the galactose transporter. Table 2 . Predicted sites at known functional positions in relation to transcription initiation. The sites are listed in alphabetical order of the regulatory protein followed by the name of the first downstream ORF, the centered coordinate of the site in relation to (known or predicted) transcription initiation, the name of the operon with the site known that has the closest relative position (within ± 8 bp) and the centered relative position of this known site. Finally, recall that we had also collected genetic evidence supporting the existence of a regulatory interaction for 258 genes, i.e. interactions still lacking an associated binding sequence. Out of these, 20 have been corroborated by the site search in the genome. These predictions, together with a representative reference in Medline, are shown in Table 4 . Anatomy of gene regulation: known versus predicted comparisons. The database that we used to predict operons, promoters and sites is heterogeneous in the sense that basically all combinations of incomplete knowledge exist. For instance, there are cases of known promoters where the clustering of downstream genes into an operon is not known. Also, some operons are described without specification of an upstream promoter. As a consequence, the final annotations in the E.coli genome are a mixture of all sorts of predictions and characterized operons, promoters and regulatory sites. For the purpose of comparing the known organization with a set of clearly predicted cases, we decided to evaluate the set of regulatory sites that were found within the regulatory regions where a promoter has been predicted. Given the general strategy of the annotation work, we know that these regions contain no experimentally characterized regulatory sites. Additional predicted sites are found in other regions, but are excluded in the following comparisons. These predicted sites are compared against a well-characterized and analyzed collection of 140 promoters (see Gralla and Collado-Vides, 1996) . Figure 2 shows the distributions of regulatory regions as a function of the number of regulatory proteins, and as a function of the number of cis-regulatory sites. Figure 2A shows exclusively predictions, whereas Figure 2B refers to experimental data dealing with the 140 well-characterized promoters and their associated regulatory sites. From a total of 2502 upstream regions where a promoter has been predicted, regulatory sites were found in 343 regions. Taking into consideration the stringency of the method and the incompleteness of the information available on regulatory binding sites, the small number of regions where a match was found is reasonable. These numbers are fairly consistent with the distribution of well-characterized regulatory sites where transcriptional regulation has been well studied. In this collection of 132 promoters, 73% are regulated by one protein and 43% contain only one site for the binding of a regulator (Gralla and Collado-Vides, 1996) .
Finally, when comparing the predictions of regulatory sites with the predictions of operon organization in the whole genome, it is interesting to observe that binding sites are found in 16% of the total known and predicted regions upstream of operons and in 10% of the intra-operon regions (Blattner et al., 1997) . If regulatory sites were equiprobably distributed upstream of genes, they would occur in 14% of operon and intra-operon regions. These numbers provide independent evidence supporting the set of regulatory site predictions as a whole.
All the predicted sites and, of course, all experimentally determined sites found in the genome were included in the analysis of the E.coli genome presented in the paper published by Blattner et al. (1997) . We plan in the future to include detailed annotations within a new version of RegulonDB. These include the absolute position in the genome, its sequence, its relative position to the proximal (real or putative) promoter, the name of the promoter and/or the name of the proximal ORF, the name of the matching site, the number of mismatches, and the name of the corresponding protein.
Discussion
A systematic and detailed search for transcriptional regulatory sites in the whole E.coli sequence is presented. Several methods are available to perform such searches, including consensus and matrix-based methods. However, these methods have known limitations. For instance, we have satisfactory collections of sites supporting a good consensus or a reasonable frequency matrix for only a limited subset of E.coli regulatory proteins (∼20). Although it is known that matrix methods often generate high numbers of false-positive matches (e.g. see Thieffry et al., 1996) , combining results using weight matrices (when available) with a string search allowing for a limited number of mismatches produces a smaller set of final predictions which should be of better quality.
The additional advantage of the string search strategy is that it could also be applied in the case of small and poorly characterized collections of sites, generating a reduced number of new matches. This conservative methodology generates a reasonable number of predictions that were further characterized using complementary biological information, including relative position, consistency with the function of the downstream gene, as well as independent genetic evidence.
At first glance, it is puzzling to obtain such a low number of matched regulatory regions (i.e. with at least one predicted site). However, this is consistent with the fact that the 56 sets of sites, each for one transcriptional factor, correspond only to a small fraction of the estimated number of regulatory proteins. Indeed, considering that the total number of genes in E.coli is roughly estimated at 4000, and assuming a 1:10 ratio of regulatory to regulated genes (see Riley, 1993) , one would expect ∼400 regulatory genes in E.coli. Our collection of sites would thus represent only about an eighth of the regulatory proteins of E.coli.
There is no doubt that important improvements may be achieved in the future on the computational methods for the recognition of regulatory signals. Nonetheless, the work presented here on the prediction of regulatory sites, together with the associated prediction of promoter sites and operon organization, constitutes a new approach where predictions of one type affect the evaluation of predictions of a different type. For example, the predicted operon organization is consistent with the independent search for regulatory sites. As discussed elsewhere, a similar consistency is found in operons and promoter predictions. Similarly, predicted sites were used as a guide to select putative promoters inside operons (Huerta et al., in preparation) .
Methods that use integrated information on several sites have been developed, such as a syntactic recognizer for sites in E.coli Thieffry et al., 1996) . The applicability of this method depends on prior knowledge of the transcription initiation since it makes use of the relative position of sites in relation to the beginning of transcription. We have shown that in some cases positional information can lower the number of false positives by around one order of magnitude. This advantage is, however, limited by the adequate determination of transcription initiation on the one hand and, on the other, it may also limit the prediction of sites only to previously identified positions. An extensive application of these approaches is currently limited by the performance of prediction of transcription initiation. In fact, as suggested by Hertz and Stormo (1995) , promoter prediction itself can benefit from the identification of putative upstream activator sites, as well as from the precise combinations of homologous or heterologous sites in a strategy similar to that developed by the group of T.Werner (see, for example, Quandt et al., 1995) . We did not follow this strategy to analyze the complete genome given the reduced number of activator proteins currently known compared to the complete set of expected regulators in E.coli, as already mentioned.
It is important to note that predictions of regulatory sites could only be definitively confirmed based on experimental grounds. In this sense, it would be interesting to compare them with results obtained with global experimental studies such as those developed by Chuang et al. (1993) , Appel et al. (1996) and Van Boggelen et al. (1996) . Regulatory predictions at the level of a complete genome, such as those shown here, should eventually be compared with global regulatory experimental analyses of gene expression in cells with completed genomes.
